Introduction

This paper concerns the development of a website and CD-ROM based laboratory manual for a Strength of Materials Laboratory. Similar work has been done for another component of the Civil Engineering undergraduate curriculum, the Introduction to Environmental Engineering Laboratory. The laboratory manuals for the two classes will have a similar interface and layout. The long-term goal of the project is to use the style and approach developed on this project as a template for other civil engineering laboratory courses. Common elements to all of these laboratories include modules on laboratory safety, report writing, statistics and proper use of units.

This work is being done as a collaborative NSF-funded project between the Civil Engineering and the Interactive Multimedia Department at Southern Illinois University Carbondale. Partial support for this work is provided by the National Science Foundation's Course, Curriculum and Laboratory Improvement Program under grant DUE-9952577. Southern Illinois University Carbondale College of Engineering, College of Mass Communication and Media Arts and the Materials Technology Center provide additional support. In addition, a faculty member from the College of Education is involved with the assessment of the project. In addition, assessment and development is supported through an industry partner. It is hoped that the final product will serve as a national model for a diverse range of university environments.

Strength of Materials or Mechanics of Materials is a second-semester sophomore or first-semester junior level engineering class, and is required for all civil engineering majors, as well as most other engineering majors. The laboratory component of this class includes experiments measuring bending stresses and deflections, buckling loads, compression of various materials, uniaxial tension and torsion of materials. The labware (laboratory courseware) was designed to present elements of theory, experimental procedure, data collection, data reduction, report
writing, and statistics. The labware will combine simple text, illustrations, photographs, video-clips, sound, simulations, animations, hypertext descriptions, and links to the Internet, making it truly multi-media. The description of an individual experiment will include a section on the underlying theory upon which the experiment is based. A detailed description of the procedure involved in conducting the experiment will be presented, with video-clips as needed. This will include instructions on how to operate any equipment needed in the experiment. Several actual data sets resulting from the experiment will be provided for a variety of experimental parameters. A virtual simulation of the experiment will be provided whenever possible. With this information, it is thought that students will be able to completely familiarize themselves with the laboratory theory and procedures before coming to the laboratory.

The pedagogy promoted by our approach is to engage students in active learning, and to accommodate various learning styles. The labware (laboratory courseware) is intended to enhance student learning through the exposure to richer learning tools, resources, and advanced technologies. Focusing on the development of an interactive multimedia web site for the laboratory component of the course will strengthen the bridge between application and classroom theory. The labware is designed to present elements of theory, experimental procedure, data collection, data reduction, report writing and statistics. It will combine text, illustrations, photographs, video-clips, sound, simulations, animations, hypertext descriptions, and hot-links to the Internet, making them truly multi-media. The final product will available on the World Wide Web.

Prior to attending laboratory, students will be expected to review the basic concepts of the associated theory and to experience a “virtual laboratory” prior to their actual hands-on experience. In addition to a multimedia presentation of the theory, experimental procedure and results, the labware will incorporate statistics through the use of multiple data sets. After the experiment, students can use the labware to understand data reduction and data analysis in addition to accessing additional sets of experimental data. This additional data will allow for the integration of statistics into the laboratory experience, as well as allowing the student to vary experimental parameters. This will further enhance the student’s understanding of data reduction, data analysis and statistical analysis of real-world data.

For laboratories equipped with the appropriate equipment, the labware is designed with the expectation that students review the various aspects of the CD at different stages of the learning process. Prior to attending laboratory, students will be expected to review the basic concepts of the associated theory and perhaps to experience a “virtual laboratory” prior to their actual hands-on experience. In addition to a multimedia presentation of the theory and the experimental procedure and results, the labware will incorporate statistics through the presentation and use of multiple data sets. After the experiment, students can use the labware to perform data reduction and data analysis in addition to accessing additional sets of experimental data. This additional data will allow for the integration of statistics into the laboratory experience, as well as allowing the student to examine the effect of varying some of the experimental parameters. For example, different materials or geometries can be used in the Strength of Materials Laboratory experiments. This will enhance the student’s understanding of data reduction, data analysis and statistical analysis of real-world data.
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In the case of equipment failure or poor experimental controls and/or data collection by the students, the additional data will allow students to complete data reduction and data analysis critical to the link between theory and application. In the event that a particular piece of equipment is unavailable, the multimedia presentation of the labware, together with the virtual laboratory simulation and the actual experimental data, should provide a reasonable substitute. This will allow institutions such as community colleges, which do not have the financial resources to have a complete laboratory facility, to offer their students a suitable laboratory experience in these classes.

An overall product survey will be prepared to judge the students’ and the faculties’ opinion of the format of the labware as compared to traditional printed laboratory manuals. This survey will be a critical link in the formative assessment and development of the labware during initial site visits, and will continue to improve the product.

The development of the labware represents a large and comprehensive piece of work developed with cross-discipline and industrial collaboration. This partnership has provided a distinctive experience and opportunity for all of the developers. It has also presented some interesting problems, which were attacked with constructive and viable solutions.

Background

There has been a significant amount of work done in the area of multimedia and/or web based interactive learning modules in science and engineering [1,2]. This work ranges from basic courses such as statics [3,4], dynamics [5], and strength of materials [6]; to advanced topics such as finite element analysis [7]. Interactive courseware and online courses have also been developed in civil engineering fields such as construction management [8,9]. In the Civil Engineering area, the development of a multimedia soils mechanics laboratories have been pursued [10-14]. Some work has also been done in the area of environmental engineering, including a look at some aspects of an introductory environmental lab [15-17]. Other work in the area of environmental laboratories looks at an interactive multimedia lab manual [18-20]. There has also been work done in the use of multimedia in a strength or mechanics of materials laboratory [21-23]. Developments have also taken place for creating “Virtual Laboratories” for engineering education [24]. Distance learning is also a topic of interest [25].

Development

A variety of software was used to develop the web site. Macromedia and Adobe publish the two major families of software for this type of project. An abbreviated list of these software titles used includes:

1. Macromedia Dreamweaver – overall web development
2. Macromedia Flash – web enhancements
3. Macromedia Premiere – video editing and development
4. Macromedia Director – initial prototype development
5. Macromedia Fireworks – web enhancements
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6. Adobe Photoshop – graphic editing and development
7. Adobe After Effects – video enhancement
8. MediaCleaner – video/audio compression
9. Camtasia – screen capture videos

Each of these programs has a substantial learning curve. It was deemed a more efficient use of time for the graduate students in multimedia to master and use these programs. The engineering faculty provided the general concept, overall direction, and technical content.

The Strength of Materials Laboratory is part of a larger project. The main navigation menu shown at the top of Figure 1 illustrates this. The six links across the top of the web page take the user to the main pages of a general topics section, the Introduction to Environmental Engineering Lab page, the Strength of Materials Lab page, and to dummy pages for Soil Mechanics, Fluid Mechanics, and Construction Materials Lab pages. These last three links are included to accommodate future work in this area that will include similar sites for all civil engineering labs. Under the pictorial logo for the page is a list of links to individual experiments and topics. For the Strength of Materials Lab, the links include a glossary of terms and tables of material properties in addition to several experiments. The experiments include tension, torsion, column buckling, beam bending, and set of three experiments in compression. The navigation scheme is consistent throughout all pages in the site. It is possible to access any of the six main pages from anywhere, and any of the sub-topics from anywhere in the Strength of Materials site. Under the page for an individual experiment, a new navigation border appears on the left of the page as illustrated in Figure 2. This is a set of links to topics individual to the individual experiment, including introduction and application pages discussing the general experiment and its context within engineering, a materials page describing the materials used in the experiment, a page giving a detailed description of the procedure for the experiment, a page discussing the analysis of the data collected, a page detailing the contents of the report for this experiment, a sample data sheet, a set of references, and any supplementary data sets that may be provided. This list of topics may be expanded to include some discussion of the theory.

In Figure 3, the page showing the procedure for the tension experiment is shown. Video clips are used to present some complex topics. This video clips can be accessed from the video icon shown in this Figure 4. Also shown in Figure 4 are icons for data sets, Excel tips, and sample calculations. The use of these icons is consistent throughout all Lab Sites and pages. This demonstrates the efforts being made to achieve a consistent look and feel for the entire project.
Figure 1. Layout of Main Page for Strength of Materials Lab

Figure 2. Introductory Page for Tension Experiment
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Figure 3. Procedure Page for Tension Experiment Showing Use of Icons.

Attach the computer cable to the port in the back of the controller. Next, execute UTIM for Windows software for the tension experiment. Under "parameters" make sure that "Aluminum" is displayed in blue for aluminum specimen, "Steel" is displayed for steel specimen, etc. The software is preset for that specific material. Enter the Customer, Lot Number, Material, Description, and Operator if desired. Tense in the sample number (required). Click "Start Test" on the UTIM software and enter a specimen diameter of 0.505 in.

Apply the load at a slow rate by turning the small dial on the right a small amount in a counter-clockwise direction. The software automatically collects load and strain data. For double materials, after the load/strain curve crosses the 0.0% offset line, watch the computer for the "Remove Instrument" alert. Carefully remove the extensometer from the specimen to avoid damage by a sudden failure. As the specimen starts to neck, the students must stand away from the machine in case some broken pieces might fly out. Increase the loading in order to fracture the specimen, and note the ultimate and fracture loads.

For brittle materials, i.e., cast iron, remove the extensometer as soon as the 0.2% offset line is reached. Continue to increase the load and record the ultimate and fracture loads. Remove the specimen upon fracture, measure the increase in length of the 2-inch gauge, and measure the necking diameter. Also, students must sketch the fractured parts of all the specimens, note the type of failure in each case, and whether necking was noticeable or not.

Under the window "Post Test Information," enter the final gauge length that was measured. Click "accept" to confirm the results. Next, click "cancel" when prompted to return to the crosshead. Close the UTIM software program and open "Recall for UTIMWin." Click select to acquire the recorded data (current count should read "1 selected out of 1 across 1 module"). Restore the graph window located at the bottom of the screen. Click to view a histogram. Close the graph upon confirmation (The lab TA may want to print a copy of this for grading purposes). Click export under the graph window. Name the data file to be exported. Click "Ok" when prompted for ASCII DOS .TXT format. Export only load and strain points, each with the number 3 displayed next to them. Click "ok." Minimize the graph window and restore the "File" window. Click "archive" to save the results to a file. Name the file the same as the exported file with "..." and "More Data" option highlighted. Close the "Recall for UTIMWin" program and open "Excel." Enter the name of the exported file. Note: All Files should be selected next to "Files of type:" to display the new exported file name. A "Text Import Wizard" window will prompt the user with 3 pages. Under page 1, select "Delimited" (default) and click next to move to page 2. Under page 2, check the boxes next to "Tab" and "Comma." Under "Delimiters." Skip step 3 by clicking "Finish" and 1000 data points from the test will be displayed in Excel. Save this file as an "Excel workbook file."
Assessment

Assessment of this project is being conducted on several levels. Student assessment is one of the primary tools being used. A survey based on a six point Likert scale is being used with five or six questions on the Educational Objectives, the Web Site Quality, the Web Site Content, and the overall Concept. Additionally, off-site review by faculty and students is being planned. A wide range of institutions has agreed to participate. These include public and private universities, a two-year community college, an engineering technology program, and institutions in small medium, and large cities. This should provide a wide range of input, which will shape the final product.

Conclusions

This project represents the two different aspects of civil engineering laboratory curriculum as well as a unique collaborative effort with the College of Mass Communication and Media Arts. Overall, the project is developing into a beneficial activity for both colleges, supplementing the educational needs of both the undergraduates and graduates. The use of the web for presentation of a laboratory manual is very promising. The use of multimedia elements and hypertext links allows the presentation of much more information than a traditional printed lab manual. By planning a common site for all lab classes in the civil engineering curriculum, continuity is maintained. The use of multiple data sets allows the integration of statistics into the laboratory. While more work needs to be done; this is a very encouraging development and has been well
received by the students. The development of the labware represents a large and comprehensive piece of work developed with cross-discipline and industrial collaboration. This partnership has provided a distinctive experience and opportunity for all of the developers. It has also presented some interesting problems, which were attacked with constructive and viable solutions.
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